NO-TOUCH DOCUMENT EXCHANGE

Business Challenges

Paper-based documentation can potentially lead to **increased risk** of infection spread, even when other physical proximity guidelines are followed.

- **48%** more chance of contracting COVID-19 for individuals involved in transportation activities, as they continue to work on the frontline and travel across borders.

- EU countries have mandated incoming ships to submit **2 additional declarations** related to health of onboard members and sanitization measures four hours before estimated time of arrival.

- **Significant delays** at ports and customs due to lack of standardization in documents required by different geos.

Let’s redefine how documentation changes hands

Contactless ecosystem of 3PLs, ocean carriers, Truckers along with port and customs authorities to simplify documentation exchange, limit infection spread and reduce screening delays at borders.

Consolidated Documentation Dashboard

- Exporters
- Importers
- Healthcare Providers
- 3PLs, Ocean Carriers, Truckers, Rail Road
- Port & Customs Authorities

Logistics App

- Track Proximity & Exposure
- Workforce Health Certifications
- Additional Declarations
- Trade Documents
Apps connect to underlying network for securely fetching and sharing required documents without physical contact.

**Technology Enablers**
- Enterprise Blockchain
- Mobile APIs
- IoT Sensors
- Mobile Apps
- Secure QR Code
- IPFS
- Predictive Analytics

**Business Benefits**
- Consent-driven digital exchange of artifacts
- Integrated dashboard confirming completeness and automated approvals
- Secure datastore with permissioned access to ensure privacy is not compromised
- Incentivize personnel through linked and granular information about workforce fulfilling deliveries
- Reduced delays at borders and customs checkpoints
- Lowered risk of infection spread among logistics staff

For more information, contact askus@infosys.com
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